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Abstract  
Multimorbidity is a highly prevalent phenomenon in the elderly and of growing 
public health impact in aging societies due to rising life expectancies, more 
effective medical treatment and comprehensive social care facilities, resulting in 
longevity[1-3]. 
The increasing number of patients at an age of 60 and more are expected to have 
between 5 to 7 active diagnoses with multiple conditions and pathological states, 
varying recommendations for therapy and diverse personal wishes and contextual 
factors influencing. Disease-disease interactions have an impact on patient 
management processes, disease-disease medication interactions must be 
considered and balanced and potential medication-medication interactions kept in 
mind and avoided. Furthermore the interaction between somatic and psychiatric 
diseases is a completely underestimated field of conflicts and misjudgements. 
Multimorbidity is an important field of research as well. Thusthe lack of 
guidelines covering multimorbidity is more the rule than an exemption if not 
explicitely addressing old age. 
Multimorbidity is going along with multiple changing of medical consultations, 
the need for a comprehensive care by different professions with time-consuming 
and strenuous transitions and communication routes, repeated hospital treatments, 
polypharmacy with frequently undesired mutual actions of drugs, unnecessary or 
redundant examinations and conflicting instructions for therapy resulting in 
accumulating complications unless rationally analyzed. 
Multimorbidity is more than an addition of different diseases. It is a complex net 
of mutually influencing factors like physical functioning, mental well-being, 
social relationships and environmental factors. Thereforetherapy of 
multimorbidity is more sensitive for contextual factors, needs multimodal and 
multidisciplinary support with attention for the patients’ resources and an 
increasing need for prevention, therapy, rehabilitation, assistive technologies and 
social care at the place of residence or nearby [4]. 
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